MISCELLANEOUS RULINGS WITH
REGARDS TO SALAH
CLOSING THE EYES DURING PRAYER
SAYING AMIN AUDIBLY OR QUIETLY AFTER FATIHA
MAINTAINING ORDER FOR MISSED PRAYERS
QUNOOT NAAZILAH
RAISING THE HANDS FOR TAKBEER
RECITING WHILST LOOKING AT THE QURAN
PRAYING IN TRANSPORT
MOVING THE INDEX FINGER IN TASHAHHUD
WEARING A HAT
WIPING OVER THE SOCKS
RECITING BEHIND THE IMAM
POSITIONING OF THE HANDS WHILST STANDING

In the hanafi school, the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifa
(Rahimahullah) is that it is ______________ to perform salah
reciting a surah WHILST looking at the Quran/Mushaf. Doing this will
_____________ one’s prayer.

It is ______________ to wipe over ____________________ as long
as a full __________ has been performed before hand and the rules
are followed with regards to it. There are conditions to wiping over
socks which include 1.
_______________________________________________________,
2. _____________________________________________________
and 3. __________________________________________________
and 4. __________________________________________________
The sunnah is to have them ______during salah. It is recommended
to _________ towards your place of _______________ whilst
standing, towards your __________ whilst bowing, your ________
whilst prostrating and at your thighs whilst ___________
This is a supplication due to calamity befalling the Muslims. This
prayer is only performed in ________ prayer after the last ruku,
ideally without raising one’s _______. One should say amin
________. There is no __________________ in any prayer if there is
no calamity.
It is prohibitively disliked (______________________) and thus
sinful for the follower to _____________ behind the Imam, even
Surah __________ whether the prayer is a _______ one or an
audible one. The proof for this is found in the Quran when Allah
Says, listen to it and remain ___________ so that you may receive
mercy.
The sunnah is to say ________ after Surah __________ and In the
hanafi school it should be said quietly.

This ruling is different for men compared to ___________. For
________ the hands should be placed _____________ the navel
and the right hand ________ the left hand. For women, however
the hands should be placed on the chest.
The Hanafi opinion in ____________ the hands after Takbeer is that
it is only done after ________________________ which is the
__________ Takbeer. The hands are not raised anymore thereafter.
In the hanafi school of thought, one should raise their
____________ finger whilst clasping the other fingers in Tashahhud.
This is done when reciting _____________________ and the finger
is dropped when reciting ______________________
Everyone agrees between all the schools of thought that a missed
prayer must be made up. If one misses prayers equal to
______________________, they must be made up in order
between them and the current prayer as long as there is no risk of
the current prayer time elapsing. If the time is short for the current
prayer, this should be prayed and then the missed ones made up in
order. If the total number of prayers in quantity is
_____________________, then one is not obliged to
____________________________ between the make ups with
respect to themselves.
Fard salah has to be performed in a _______________ posture in a
moving ship, train or aircraft. If a person feels dizzy or fears he will
fall, he can ______ and pray. One must face the _________ and if
the vehicle turns, he should also _________ in his fard salah. If one
is unable to stand due to lack of space or too much turbluence, he
can sit and pray but he has to ______________________________.
Covering one’s ___________ is a sunnah for men and should be
done during salah although it is not compulsary and wont affect the
validity of the prayer.

